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by Kevin Marsden and Kyle Baytopp - Chapter 322 Johannesburg

EAA Airventure is the world’s largest airshow, and for one
memorable week of the year, Wittmann airfield in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, becomes the busiest airport in the world, with
10 000 aircraft and just over 500 000 people making the
pilgrimage to experience the magnificent spirit of aviation in
its purest form.

The famous Brown Arch.

Airventure is more than just an airshow, it is an opportunity
for one week a year for people to be completely immersed in
aviation culture, to learn and experience all things
aeronautical in a way that can’t truly be explained unless you
have been to ‘Osh’ - and for first-time visitors like Kyle
Baytopp and me, we are still busy processing all the amazing
things we were privileged to see, do and experience.
Camp Plakkerfontein.

The airshow itinerary is a feat of near-perfection - some of the
greatest airshow performers around today put on terrific
displays both during the day and at night. We have seen a
Beech 18 perform some beautiful displays at previous
airshows at Rand Airport, but this was the first time we have
seen a display like this, complete with mindblowing
pyrotechnics, being performed at night, to the melody of
Phantom of the Opera... magic!

Larry Homann and
Neil Fenton—
Chapter 322,
Johannesburg.

Forums and lectures presented at Oshkosh number well over
a thousand, and cover everything from engine overhauls to a
talk by Dick Rutan himself about his unrefuelled flight around
the world in 1986. It would be well worth while attending
Oshkosh just to benefit from the education, training and
never-to-be-repeated opportunities to meet the great
aviation legends of our time.
For those who would prefer to purchase their entire avionics
package, power plant and wings, in one place, with the four
massive display halls, in conjunction with the roughly 900
exhibitors spread throughout the grounds, there is simply no
better place to do your aviation shopping than Oshkosh.
But not just aviation equipment, you can also pick up some
ZU-AYF, ZS-UAH, ZU-FRD & ZU-DIG.
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aviation-themed jewellery, commission a custom-made
wooden model of your aircraft, and even make sure the family
dog is suitable kitted out with the latest hearing protection!
My best friend, Kyle Baytopp, and I were very lucky that we
got to attend Oshkosh for the first time. Our journey to
Airventure began on the evening of 22 July, departing OR
Tambo airport at around 23:00 on board a Boeing 777-300ER
for Dubai. There was an hour-long layover before boarding
another 777 to Chicago via Europe, Iceland and Canada.
Arriving at O’Hare 15 hours later on Sunday 23 July, it felt a
little like Durban on a summer afternoon, with heavy humidity
and temperature in the mid 30s, so the comfort of the Lamers
bus with its air-conditioning and Wi-Fi was certainly most
welcome. We were slightly delayed at the airport due to some
passengers being delayed in Chicago, but we soon departed
for the 3-hour ride through the beautiful countryside of rural
Illinois and Wisconsin.

No hands, Ma! - Kyle Franklin Super Cub Display.

Mike Brown - Chairman, EAA 322 and
Clive King,- Vice-President, EAA SA.

We arrived at Wittman airfield to what seemed like the
world’s largest caravan park, but these were not your average
caravans or motor homes as the Americans call them - there
were mobile flats on wheels, some of them the size of luxury
buses, parked as far as the eye could see. Inbetween these
there was every variety of camp site you could imagine,
including our home for the week, right in the middle of Camp
Scholler, Plakkerfontein, the official home base at Oshkosh of
EAA SA and Chapter 322.
Dinner was already prepared, and after a fantastic meal we
turned in for the night, despite the fact that the sun was still
up, and only sets around 20:00!

Kevin Marsden
with the Paul
Poberezny statue.

Museum interior.

Karl Jensen - Vice-President, EAA SA.

The next day was the official opening of Airventure, with the
first of the afternoon airshows starting promptly at 14:30 with
the singing of the American anthem, and the descent of
skydivers with the Star-spangled banner strung out between
them. This was followed by aerobatic displays in Pitts Specials,
Boeing Stearmans (where some of the flight crew decided the
wing was a good place for a walk), as well an aerobatically
certified Bonanza, and the announcer was at great pains to tell
us not to try this with your average Bonny!
Then came the military displays, beginning with the North
American B25 Mitchell bombers commemorating the 75th
anniversary of the Doolittle raid. There were also displays by
the only two airworthy Boeing B29s in the world, Fifi and Doc.
Overhead there was the B17 Aluminium Overcast and enough
P51 Mustangs to make the air reverberate with the beautiful
rumbling sounds of their Merlin V12 engines.

Paul Poberezny's famous Red One.

One of the displays that was really superb, was the comedic
routine by Kyle Franklin, who ‘hijacks’ a parked Super Cub,
conveniently left running on the tarmac, and then proceeds to
put on his best impression of a drunken pilot who clearly
should be nowhere near an aircraft!
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Wittman Airport Control Tower.

Balloons take flight at dawn.

However, if I could perform the sort of impossibly tight turns
and aerobatic manoeuvres this gentleman displayed, I might
have to take up drinking professionally! At times his wing
dipped below the far side of the runway, or he was landing
with only one wheel on the ground, whilst the desperate
aircraft owner attempted to talk him down… it was simply
fantastic entertainment.
In terms of the military hardware on display, there were the
following bombers: a Boeing B1B Lancer which redefined for
us what ‘loud‘ really means, with its four engines in full
afterburner, roaring down the crowdline throughout the
week, as well as a Northrop Grumman B2 Spirit, with its flying
wing design, and the Boeing B52 Stratofortress, which is now
being flown by pilots far younger than the aircraft under their
command.
Demonstrating the combat ability of the US Air Force and
Navy, were the General Dynamics F16 Fighting Falcon, as well
as the McDonnell Douglas F18 Hornet, and the Lockheed
Martin F35 Lightning ll and F22 Raptor, but the absolute
standout aircraft for us was the McDonnel Douglas F15 Eagle,
which did a stunning display of low passes and pitch-ups. To
finally see an aircraft we had read so much about was
incredible - the noise and the power of this machine and its
military brethren was something truly spectacular.

Seaplane base.

Kyle Baytopp and the 'thin chalk line'.
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We didn’t really have much need to go and explore outside
the airfield, but we did go and resupply ourselves at the local
Walmart on occasion. On one of these trips, we decided that
our group would take a walk back to the airfield, so Kyle and I,
together with Larry Homann and Neil Fenton, set off and
explored downtown Oshkosh - it was really different not
seeing 8-foot fences, barbed wire and armed response patrols
around every corner!
The week-long airshow concluded with the magnificent Blue
Angels, the US navy’s flight demonstration team, showing why
they are widely considered to be amongst the best in the
world at what they do. This was followed by a beautiful night
display with pyrotechnics galore, and as a grand finale, there
was a 15-minute fireworks display commemorating the Apollo
moon landings.
The level of discipline shown by the general public along the
flightline is something we had never experienced before there’s no fence or barricade of any kind to prevent people
from getting too close to the taxi-ways, but simply a rough
chalk line on the grass, patrolled by good-humoured
volunteers, who remind you to keep your toes behind the line.
At the end of the each day, there’s not a single piece of litter
left lying around. The spectators are even allowed to sit
amongst some of the visiting aircraft, with their wings offering
very welcome shade. The same good behaviour was evident
amongst the people visiting the museum on the grounds, as
well the various volunteers that make Airventure possible -

always smiling and always willing to help.
We must congratulate Neil Bowden and his awesome team for
setting up the camp site, providing wonderful breakfasts and
dinners and a well stocked bar, as well as enough plug sockets
to keep the hordes of cameras and laptops fully charged and
ready for another day of action at the flightline. In fact,
the campsite and the South African contingent made their
presence felt so strongly, we were awarded the Grand
Champion Chapter Award at Oshkosh 2017 for outstanding
chapter representation and farthest distance travelled!

North American T-28 Trojan.

Now, back to work and focus on finding a way to go back
next year… and the year after that...

Compass Hill, a monument to
the worldwide aviation family
and the freedom of flight.

Demonstration of flight gear at Warbird Alley.

Boeing Lancer B1B.
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The international visitors parade.

WW2 camp re-enactment.
Cirrus Vision SF50 at the Cirrus Aircraft stand.

North American P51 Mustang.

The formula for aviation joy!

Even man's best friend is
catered for...
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Airbus A400M.

Beechcraft model 18.

Grand Champion Chapter Representation.

North American B25 Mitchell.

North American F86 Sabres.

Tied for First Place – pick the highest scoring dominos.

Walkabout Tigers display team.

McDonnell Douglas F18 Hornet.
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by Karl Jensen - Chapter 322 Johannesburg
About 85 aircraft were registered at this year’s Taildragger Flyin. All kudos must go to the Nylstroom Vliegklub, especially
Mariette and Richard Nicholson and their family, who totally
immerse their combined energies to make this annual event
the success it always is. I am sure this will be echoed by all our
members who were able to attend. There was flying aplenty
and much rubbernecking up and down the flightline at the
myriad of aircraft types visiting. The evening scenes around

the clubhouse were of happy folk enjoying the nightly braai
and the constant supply of appropriate refreshments. It takes
a large team of volunteers to make these events run
seamlessly, and these include Nigel Musgrave, the EAA
National Safety Officer, who so tirelessly applies his skills and
vigilance. It would be remiss not to mention the pilots too,
who diligently stick to the rules and keep the flying safe.
ATNS helped make the skies around Nylstroom less perilous
from Friday afternoon until sunset on Saturday. The ATNS
team was led by regular, Riaan Olivier, with Nadia Petersen
from Kimberley and Clarence Mngomezulu from Lanseria.
The steel control tower has been moved closer to the runway
to allow an unobstructed view.
We had a surprise visit and awesome display by the Flying
Lions Harvard team - now sporting the colours of their new
sponsor Puma Energy. The fuel supplier’s bowser that
provided a great service of fresh Avgas, Skeerpoort
Verspreiders, was also resplendent with the Puma Energy
logo. Puma Energy are enthusiastically entering the Avgas
market in our neck of the woods. Yay!
Besides all the camaraderie, plane talk, laughter and fun, my
personal highlight was the most incredible display by EAA 322
member, Roston Dugmore, of his large-scale Extra 300 semiscale model. This inspired young fellow demonstrated
aerobatic manoeuvres that defy not only the imagination and
gravity, but my paltry understanding of aerodynamics too.
With the support of his mother, Susan Miller, Roston is making
a concerted effort to take part in the World Senior Unlimited
Model Aerobatic Championships in Argentina in November.
I believe that if you can support this quest, it really is a
worthwhile cause. I have done so in my small way, and you
can too, by EFTing whatever you are able to: R Dugmore, FNB
Carlswald Account 62017467029, Branch Code 250117. Roston
is a Junior Model World Champion, and at the ripe age of 20,
he is ready, willing and able to make his mark as a Senior.
I do believe that we should ask EAA USA to move the Oshkosh
Airventure to allow more of our members to attend
Taildraggers, or we should make a request the Nylstroom guys
to move the Taildraggers event to avoid the clash of dates!
Visit http://www.pilotspost.com/arn0001284
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he Golden Gate valley.

Mont Aux Sources – with the Devil’s Tooth.

Karl & Val Jensen with
Gordon & Susan Dyne.
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by Janine Boessenkool - Marketing, Century Avionics

Century Avionics was invited by EAA Chapter 322 to present a talk on products specifically for the experimental aircraft and we
were honoured to be offered this opportunity. The evening started off with delicious soup being sold, which warmed the
atmosphere in an instant. The evening’s agenda featured some interesting talks and discussions, which also included Chairman
Dr Mike Brown’s aircraft accident - it was very enlightening and interesting to hear the different views from some attendees.
Clinton Farla, our Technical and Installation Manager, did a presentation regarding a few of the products that are relevant to
the Experimental Aircraft market. The Garmin AERA 660 (touch-screen portable GPS) and the Garmin G5 (Glass Upgrade for DG/
HSI and Attitude Instruments) proved to be a big hit at the meeting. Century Avionics also had the following suppliers’ headsets
on display - Bose, David Clark and Lightspeed. We sell the products and we are an authorised service centre for all three these
manufacturers.
We have consoles with demo units at our offices at Lanseria International Airport, Gate 5, Hangar M1, on which you can test
and try the equipment or headsets you are interested in.
Thank you EAA for the offering us the opportunity and we look forward to the next occasion.

Century Avionics demonstrating the latest and greatest in avionics and aviation headsets.
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by Karl Jensen - Chapter 322 Johannesburg

Our generally underutilised EAA Auditorium at Rand Airport
was packed to the gunwales on 27 August. Brian Appleton,
Chapter 322, organised for an exclusive screening of a movie
produced by Nancy Spielberg on the formation of the Israeli Air
Force in 1948.
To introduce the movie, Scully Levin gave a detailed,
emotionally charged introduction, as many of the IAF founders
were known to him and his father, as well as some of us outside
the Jewish Community in South Africa. The movie was
enthralling to say the least. On the IAF formation, Ben Gurion,
followed by Golda Meir, as heads of the new state of Israel,
realised that, to survive, they had ‘No alternative’. The fledgling
state was being attacked on all fronts by anti-Israeli forces, who
were determined to eliminate the tiny state of Israel. The IAF
managed to acquire a C-46, a few Austers and Tiger Moths, as
well as 4 Me 109s, with which they gained air superiority. Later,
of course, the IAF grew into a formidable fighting force.

Scully Levin and Brian Appleton.

The movie had us all on the edges of our seats throughout the
performance. I do believe that a rerun would easily fill the
Auditorium again. Thanks to the unsung team of EAA Chapter
322 people who make this flagship function so well.

A full house at the EAA Auditorium.
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11-13 August: Pyramid Airfield Fly-in.



Sunday 13 August: The planned SAPFA Grand Central Rally has been postponed to 09 September.



Saturday 19 August: Krugersdorp Flying Club Airfield Festival. All welcome. The annual spotlanding will take place on
the same day - don't forget to register for the spotlanding and static aircraft display competition if you wish to
participate.



Saturday 19 August: Rustenburg Flying Club Breakfast Fly-in. EAA support for a quick breakfast stopover will be
appreciated - come by aircraft, car or bike.



Sunday 20 August: Grand Rand AirShow. This annual event will be taking place at Rand Airport and EAA members will
be welcome to join the happenings at the EAA Auditorium.



Saturday 26 August: Digital Mapping Workshop at Grand Central Airport. An opening session on Easy Plan Fight Plan
training will be followed by a great Digital Mapping workshop presented by Rob Jonkers. All welcome. Bookings
essential for planning, please. If you are interested, please liaise with mariereddyy@gmail.com for further details and
bookings.



Saturday 26 August: Bethlehem Airshow 2017. All welcome.

CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Kevin Marsden and edited with love and
kisses by Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike. Remember that
this is your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to news@eaa.org.za to reach us by the last Wednesday of
the month.
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